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Birthdays
13 July                    
 Riyansh Bhavsar

30 July      
 Prisa Singh

WHAT ' S
INS IDE

Guru Purnima Celebration

Best Out of waste

Shape your Imagination
(Clay Modelling)

Fun With Maths

               I am Special                    
(Public Speaking

Competition)

Stars of the Week

Yoga Time

Family Activity

Puppet Making

Paper  Bag Making



KINDERGARTEN STARS

JUNIOR KG

STAR O
F THE

WEEK

Each week children from Kindergarten

are chosen by their teacher to be Star of
the Week. 

HARSH BHAVSAR

ATRAYEE DE

ADITYASINH VAGHELA

KRISHIV PRAJAPATI



KINDERGARTEN STARS

SENIOR KG

STAR O
F THE

WEEK

Each week children from Kindergarten

are chosen by their teacher to be Star of
the Week. 

T. KARTHIKA

ARYA RAWAL

RIYANSH BHAVSAR

RUDRARAJSINH
VAGHELA



Guru Purnima

गु����ा गु��व��णु गु��द�वो महे�रः
गु� सा�ात पर��ा त�मै �ीगुरवे नमः

Cosmos Castle International School 
believes in inculcating traditional values in the students. 

Kindergarten children celebrated Guru Purnima on 
Wednesday,13th July. .

The day began with a happy note with children singing the Guru Stuti and
aarti. This was followed by the students seeking the blessings of Director

Ma’am, Principal Ma’am and all the teachers by applying tilak and
touching their feet.



Fun with Math

Students fished for numbers by
carefully lowering the “rod” until the

magnet catches the paper clip and they
reel it in. Repeat with other numbers
until all the numbers are caught for a

game that's so fun, it doesn't even feel
like math practice!

 
 

Fishing for the Number



Fun with Math
Number Match

 While doing this activity, children
practiced counting while learning

number recognition and one to one
correspondence with paper cup

numbers. These skills are important
for laying the foundation for higher

math concepts.



Fun with Math
Swat the Correct Number

The number cards were spread
out on the table. Students enjoyed

using the fly swatter to identify
numbers. The numbers were
called out by the teacher. The

children had to swat the number
called out. The child that swats

that number the fastest  took the
number.



Fun with Math
Dino Crunch

3D Shapes is a great way to introduce
kindergarteners to early geometry concepts

Ready, set, crunch! These Kindergarten
dinosaurs are hungry for 3D shapes, but they
need help differentiating between spheres,
cylinders, cubes, pyramids, and rectangular
prisms. dinosaur identify the correct shapes

to eat.



Fun with Math
Ten Frames

Building Number Sense with Tens
Frame-It made learning fun. 

The Frames and counters provided
children with a visual of numbers and
gave them experiences working with

numbers. They weren’t simply just
memorizing numbers or counting

without meaning. It showed them the
value of numbers



Fun with Math
Number Match Wheel

This was a hands-on and
engaging way to practice
number sense concepts. 

The learners had to  clip the
matching number value on the

wheel.



Fun with Math
Colour Sorting Activity

Students enjoyed sorting
colors in the different color
bowls alongwith number

counting



Fun with Math
Ally the Alligator

Ally the Alligator likes to eat
only the big numbers

Children mastered Big and
Small numbers using Ally the

Alligator Puppet



Public Speaking

With a vision to enhance and pioneer public speaking
skills in our students, ‘Public Speaking Competition’ on

the topic-I AM SPECIAL was organised in the
kindergarten Section.



Public Speaking

This opportunity gave each child to be the centre of
attention in the class as while they spoke a few lines about
how they were special. The main aim of this activity was to

develop  their social, emotional and language skills, thus
building their confidence and self-esteem.



Clay Modelling
Shape Your Imagination
Little artists hard at work



Yoga Time



Family Activity
Children used

buttons, marker,
glue to create a

picture of a family.
They glued buttons
at relevant height.
Then used marker

to draw on the
stick people bodies.



Puppet Making
The purpose of the

puppet was to create
interaction, fun dialogue
and even an element of

surprise into our play
and learn activities.

Children made puppets
out of old socks and

yarn. Playing with
puppets helped children
develop their speaking

as well as listening skills. .



Best Out of Waste

                                                                                                                               
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Reinvent for a greener
tomorrow!                                                                                                           
We believe in ingraining in our children, a love for

nature and a responsibility to protecting it. We
invited parents to help their child design and

create something new from waste and  The most
creative exhibits were awarded certificates



Winners of 
Best Out of Waste

Competition

Winners of Best Out of Waste
1st        Banaprava Sahoo
2nd      T.Karthika
3rd       Ridhaan Sharma
3rd       Aarjav  Desai
3rd        Yug Brahmbhatt



Paper Bag Making


